and E. Warwick Slinn's essays both note the importance of Dante Rossetti's Early Italian Poets, but where McGann discusses Rossetti's theory of translation and then provides close readings of individual poems in relation to this theory, Slinn analyses the 'structure of desire' he believes Rossetti transfers from the Italian poets to The House of Life, proposing that this structure ends in the male speaker's 'self-enclosure.' These two essays are thus most usefully read together, precisely because they draw from the entirely different fields of translation and its poetics, and the psychoanalytic analysis of masculine desire. Roger Peattie's study of William Michael Rossetti's promotion of Christina Rossetti's career invites comparison with Fredeman's promotion of Pre-Raphaelites in general. J. Hillis Miller's Derridean analysis of how the original text, though still essential to scholars, is transformed by the new communications technologies is even more thought-provoking when compared with Nadel's description of Fredeman's dedicated discrimination of minute details that differentiated even a faithful facsimile from the original. Miller's analysis of a painting by Whistler as manipulated on the computer screen demonstrates that researchers today see 'details' never before seen by researchers, yet recognizes himself as uneasily poised between the two epochs of the printed book or original painting and that of the Internet, still desiring to hold 'one of those old books in William Fredeman's collection in my hands. ' Four of the essays focus on decorative and graphic arts, and are accompanied by an appropriately generous selection of black-and-white plates. Latham's essay breaks new ground in his reading of William Morris's textiles and wallpapers as texts that suggest a remarkably consistent political vision. Carolyn Hares-Stryker's discussion of Arthur Hughes's illustrations for children's books resists the current critical preoccupation with erotic and sexual connotations, finding instead sweetness and innocence, maternal power and beauty, and joyful brotherhood. Allan Life provides a culturally sensitive reading of symbols of the masculine and feminine in Arthur Boyd Houghton's illustrations for The Thousand and One Nights. Lorraine Janzen Kooistra brilliantly exposes the revolutionary nature of Aubrey Beardsley's art as challenging that most basic of binary oppositions, the male/female division.
Haunted Texts stands as a coherent entity that both describes and, in its accounts of and by Fredeman, restages the history of Pre-Raphaelite studies, while also expertly representing the extremely varied subjects and critical methodologies now being produced in this field. ( The commitment of the British and Foreign Bible Society (BFBS) to offer the scriptures 'without note or comment' has hitherto been interpreted in terms of sidestepping doctrinal differences among Evangelicals in Britain and as a critique of Roman Catholic insistence on clerical mediation between Christians and the word of God. Now Mary Wilson Carpenter advances another explanation. She reads the contemporary commentary incorporated with the sacred text in commercially published Bibles especially those designated as 'Family Bibles' as well as the accompanying visual imagery. For Carpenter, these paratextual elements functioned at the time as sources of knowledge (and can now be interpreted as sites of discourse) on such taboo subjects as homosexuality, masturbation, menstruation, and circumcision. Part 1 is based on Carpenter's research with books designated as 'family' or 'domestic' Bibles in the British Library's catalogue. She identifies two stages in the history of this ubiquitous yet under-researched literary genre, each marked by a 'sudden shift.' The eighteenth-century version had addressed only the paterfamilias; but early in the nineteenth century the entire family became the target market. 'Suddenly, parts of the Family Bible are no longer suitable for the family to read.' In Foucauldian mode, Carpenter finds it remarkable that such passages as Leviticus and the Song of Solomon were typographically marked off and in at least one case designated as being appropriate only for the gentleman's 'closet' (where their transgressive sexuality might anyway be located). And then later in the nineteenth century, Family Bibles were marketed to women. Presumably still bracketed, the books were now replete with domestic imagery alongside the genealogical register. The 1890s saw the demise of the genre: Carpenter suggests that Family Bibles had so successfully constructed Victorian women's subjectivity that they had fostered the development of the New Woman, and hence written themselves out of the market.
Part 2 reads work by Charlotte Brontë, George Eliot, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning through their use of biblical imagery, with that imagery in turn enhanced by Carpenter's cultural reading of the commentary which these authors could presumably have been expected to read.
Much of Carpenter's argument is based on the commercial nature of Family Bibles, published with illustrations and commentaries to be attractive, and often made available to consumers in parts, to be affordable. However, a question remains of how many middle-class people would have been able to afford books furnished with the lavish illustrations to which Carpenter has devoted such ingenious interpretation. A scan of the Historical Catalogue of the Printed Editions of the English Bible (known as DMH: originally compiled by Darlow and Moule in 1903 from the BFBS Library, and revised and expanded by A.S. Herbert in 1968 to include the British Library, the Bodleian, and other collections) reveals few illustrated editions until late in the nineteenth century. Carpenter does not appear to know of DMH; that reference work includes numerous other Bibles with commentary, as well as various editions that might have been of interest, such as an 1828 edition designated 'to facilitate the audible or social reading of the Sacred Scriptures' with certain indelicate passages printed in italics below the text. Bible commentary was a substantial industry in nineteenthcentury Britain, but only a fraction of it was devoted to preparing editions for family use. And price remains an important factor: the Bible Society was founded because poor people could not obtain, or afford, even the stripped-down text authorized to be printed by the privileged presses. Even their middle-class contemporaries may not have invested in the illustrated versions.
Mary Wilson Carpenter's reading of the commentaries and illustrations that accompanied the scriptural text when it was marketed for 'family' reading is plausible, as well as intriguing. But it remains a critical reading by a modern commentator. Methodologies for analysing the Victorian reading experience still cannot measure the strength of contemporary reactions to those sexual and patriarchal references that have become so glaringly eloquent to the twenty-first-century reader. (LESLIE HOWSAM The fur trade is commonly said to be the starting point for the erosion of Cree culture spiritually, economically, socially, and politically. Toby Morantz argues that the encroachment of bureaucratic colonialism and the institutions imposed upon the Cree after the Second World War were a greater challenge by far to Cree culture. Tracing the relationship between Cree and non-Cree from the peak of the fur trade in the 1800s until the negotiation of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement in the 1970s, Morantz portrays the Cree people as survivors, adapting to new challenges with remarkable adeptness. Even in the early twentieth century when the great depression and its adverse effect on fur prices combined with the low point in sustenance animal population cycles to cause widespread hunger and poverty, Morantz avoids portraying the Cree as hapless victims. While their fates are described as being tied to decisions beyond their local lands (including the development of Indian policy in Ottawa, the setting of fur prices, and the arbitrary setting of the border between Quebec and Ontario), the Cree still come across as largely in control of their own destiny.
Morantz illuminates the workings of colonialism by focusing in great depth on a specific local case: the Cree in Quebec. The book reveals particular examples of age-old themes at play yet again in this particular region: provincial and federal government disagreements, with the Cree caught in
